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Open barns of raw materials - rates accumulators 

of oil sludge and oil waste



State industrial tests of production of 

bituminous emulsions at installation of UPE type

on Asphalto - a concrete plant of Luhansk
oblavtodor in Zimogirya



State industrial tests on LSSRRP production of fuel oil 

emulsions made from oil waste produced using equipment 

of UPE.VM type for the smelting of cast-iron charge in 

martin instead of fuel oil M100

Lutugin State Scientific Research Rolling Plant



Acts of State industrial tests on LSSRRP for the production 

of fuel emulsions from oil waste produced using equipment 

of UPE.VM type for the smelting of cast-iron charge in 

martin instead of fuel oil M100



Acts of State industrial tests on LSSRRP for the production 

of fuel emulsions from oil waste produced using equipment 

of UPE.VM type for the smelting of cast-iron charge in 

martin instead of fuel oil M100



Technical Terms of PE “KIR"



Patented technology of processing of 

oil sludge and oil waste
Patent for the production of fuel 

from secondary petroleum products

License for collecting and storing oil 
waste

Эколицензия ДН.pdf



Patented technology of the production 

of bitumen emulsions
Patent for the production of 

emulsions
Patent for equipment for the 

production of emulsions



Product Certification

Certificate of VBE Certificate of VME



Line of the production of mixed fuel oil, bitumen and 

fuel emulsions using equipment of UPE type in 

Makeyevka



Two rented tanks in Dolyna.

Beginning of the construction of a new line for the 

production of fuel emulsions from oil sludge using 

cavitation equipment of UPE type.



Fuel oil manufacture– “HandMade”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxSEjDqDZF0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxSEjDqDZF0


Received equipment after winning IOM grant. 

Beginning of construction.



Warming up of the container, installation of 

the pipeline, filters and electricity.



Received equipment after winning YMCA grant



With equipment production becomes 

effective!



Production of biodiesel by LTD M.E BIO FUEL in 

Dublin with the use of mixing and dissolving 

equipment in the stream of USJ-01M type 



A review on the cavitator of USJ.01M type in the 

biodiesel production in Dublin used by the 

company LTD M.E BIO FUEL



Thank you for attention!


